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From the beginning, Disney films have reflected Walt Disney's con

sciousness of his own creative indebtedness to books. Among those films, it 

is Winnie the Pooh and the Honey Tree (1966) and its later accompanying fea

lurettes that most clearly show Disney's exploration of the elasticity of medi

ll ms and how the "movie" may function as a "book" and, in reciprocal fashion, 

how the book (in this case, A.A. Milne's Winnie-the-Pooh) carries visual ele

ments of movies. The film ultimately presents the most thoroughgoing meta

lictive representation of any Walt Disney movie. Indeed, Winnie the Pooh and 

tlte Honey Tree is, in many ways, a metafictive playground, overtly acknowl

<'dging itself as fiction, exploring the intersections of mediums, and providing 

a panoply of comments on the nature of film as book through narrative fram

ing, verbal and visual punning, and narratorial interaction. 

Books apparently played an important role in the Disney household, 

und Walt Disney's wife, Lillian, would often read to their daughters, Diane 

und Sharon, throughout their childhoods. According to Dave Smith, Director 

of the Walt Disney Archives, Walt Disney was first captivated by A.A. Milne's 

stories when he heard his young daughters' laughter as Lillian read them tales 

of Winnie-the-Pooh at bedtime ("Story"). The origin of Disney's interest in 

these stories says much about his faith in children as readers and audience: 

if the stories captivated his own children, they stood a good chance-he 

HjYparently believed-of captivating others. When he decided to make a movie 

of the Milne tales, Walt Disney noted enthusiastically that "these are good 

stories" ("Story"). That a book-particularly, as in this case and many others 
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in Disney's oeuvrc•••-scrved as a central motivation for a film, also spcuk.!l 
the personal nature of discovery, reading, filmmaking, and storyt:elllng 
Walt Disney. 

Author A.A. Milne published four books that included the charact1,n• 
Christopher Robin: two collections of poetry and two storybooks, each lll
trated by Ernest H. Shepard. In the first poetry collection, When We

Very Young (1924), "Mr. Edward Bear" appears in the poem "Teddy Be 
(87-93) and a stuffed bear appears in several of the illustrations (see 82, 
93, 102); in the second collection, Now We Are Six (1927), Winnie-the-Po 
appears by name as "Pooh" in a couple of poems (see 35-37, 67) and lllu

tratively appears in a good many more (see 32-37, 44-45, 48-49, 57, 90, i)l 
101), some of which also show other characters such as Piglet, Rabbit, tt 
Eeyore ( 44-45, 57). Yet it is most famously in his two storybooks, Winn 
the-Pooh (1926) and The House at Pooh Corner (1928), where Milne tells 
adventures of Christopher Robin and his cast of toy-friends. Revealing 
gentle foibles of characters in a protected world of childhood,1 the stories 
organized as independent chapters structured in episodic style and perfo 
styled for bedtime reading. Indeed, in the narrative frame of Winnie-I
Pooh, Milne establishes the orality and intimacy of the stories as the fath 
narrator accedes to Christopher Robin's request for a story-the ensuing till 
about Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends being the intranarrative resu 
Indeed, these stories were.told to the real-life Christopher Robin as well, 
the stuffed toys Milne bought for his son-including Pooh, Piglet, Eeyo 
Tigger, Kanga, and Roa-became the foundation for his published tales. Int 
estingly, both the intranarrative fiction of storytelling and the extratext 
history of parent-storyteller evoke the experiences of Disney's daughter 
and many other children-who would hear the stories read aloud to th 
by parents. It is this presentation of the stories as oral tales that informs 
ney's adaptation, both in the representation of film as a book and in the C{l 
tinued presence of the storyteller-narrator. 

Although Disney's daughters read the British-authored Winnie-the-Pb

stories, as Walt Disney adapted the stories to film,2 one of his concerns 
that American audiences at large might not be familiar with Milne's charactt:1 
or books. So while he had initially planned to film a selection of Milne stori 
as a full-length animated feature, Disney decided to introduce Pooh and 
friends to American audiences incrementally and instead created a "f 
turette" -length production of just under a half-hour, with other feature 
to follow ("Story"). The first of those, Winnie the Pooh and the Honey 1 
was theatrically released in early 1966 as the introductory short for Disn 
full-length live action The Ugly Dachshund staring Dean Jones and Suzarm 
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l'leshette. The title of Howard Thomas's review in The New York Times, "A 
I >isney Package: Don't Miss the Short" summarized the view of many critics: 
"the treat [ ... ] from Walt Disney is not [The Ugly Dachshund ... ] but the 
delightful cartoon supplement:'3 Howard's hope that "this beguiling miniature" 
"means a whole series to come" came true with the later release of two other 
fcaturettes based on this initial plan: Winnie the Pooh and the Blustery Day

(1968), which won an Academy Award for Best Cartoon, Short Subject, fol
lowed by Winnie the Pooh and Tigger Too (1974). The three shorts were then 
later collected and re-released as a re-titled full-length movie, The Many
Adventures of Wi1111ie the Pooh (1977), with newly created animated transition
bridges connecting the three separate featurettes. Walt Disney died in Decem
ber of 1966, the year Winnie the Pooh and the Honey Tree was released, yet his 
work in re-envisioning a new Winnie-the-Pooh for film not only provided the 
grounding for later Disney Studio productions of the material,4 but also served 
as a tribute to his own fascination with books and adapting them into film. 

Walt Disney's consciousness of the relationship of films to books is per
haps most evident in his longstanding use of "the book" as a narrative frame. 
The animated action of his first full-length feature, for example, is shown as 
nestled within the pages of a book whose gold-embossed cover announces, 
as if a second movie title shot, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. The framing 
device not only metanarratively reminds readers that the film is a "story;' but 
in doing so, it defines the book as a type of authenticating document for the 
core animated text and thus implicitly argues the primacy of the book. More
over, it positions the book as a stabilizing frame which safely contains and 
defines-in some ways, protects-stories. Through the "Once upon a time ... " 
iind " ... happily ever after" literally inscribed on the opening and ending pages 
of the framing book in Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937), we learn 
that films are animated books, yet it is books which can expand concepts of 
time-moving us to the long-past before the movie's beginning and an unseen 
future of happiness. 

This seemingly rudimentary casting of a narrative frame functions as a 
necessary peritext to orient the audience, as when the introductory book frame 
provides backstory for a film that begins with Snow White already working 
as a maid. No narrator reads to filmgoers here, and audiences were expected 
to read the words of the book's opening pages, thus initially interacting with 
the film as a written text. That these framing pages hold both verbal and 
illustrated texts provides a liminal area of book/film and directs an exchange 
of medium to move the reader to become a reader/viewer, negotiating both 
words and pictures for a short time before transitioning fully into the "moving 
pictures" of film. 
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By the time of Ci11rlcrclla (1950), the film's peritextual book frame 
been transformed with a fuller infiltration of pictures and a more sign Hi 
exploration of the relationship between book and film. Here, a narrator 
the written text and the camera (which had remained unmoving on the

of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs) directs the viewer's eye across the p 
The overall effect of this voice-over narration and camera movement Iii
mimic the experience of one reading or being read a picture book. Such 
transition provides a liminal space that leads the reader sitting in a dad 
theater into the more affective world of the visual. It both connects the

worlds and transitions from one to the other, showing verbal story as 
underpinning of movies, and claiming books and still pictures as animat! 
predecessors. This later film also shows a more cohesive integration of bo 
and film: while in Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs the beginning and dos 
transitions are marked by a fade to black, in Cinderella an illustration of 
book frame smoothly transitions into a "moving picture" of film. Then, 
the framing narrator's voiceover ends, listeners/viewers move into a co 
story where characters tell their own stories. 

Winnie the Pooh and the Honey Tree extends aesthetic representati 
of the narrative frame in such earlier films to more directly explore "the boc 
as object and story-source. The featurette begins by placing the source-bo 
in context, here through an establishing shot of the normative world of 
stories: a child's playroom and a bookshelf of Milne books. Among the ne

twenty books on the shelf, one reads the titles The House at Pooh Corner a 
Now We Are Six, original Milne titles. A collection of Milne's Winnie-tf11�;
Pooh stories, The World of Pooh (1957) is accompanied by The Pooh Adventurtt..
(a made-up title), When Pooh Was Very Young (a mis/re-title of Milne's Whtfft';
We Were Very Young) and the well-publicized Latin translation Winnie-Illa;•:
Pu (1960). Resting horizontally above the others lies the book Winnie-the,
Pooh as if the primary story of the lot. This shot establishes both the film'fi 
originating Milne text, like an authenticating note preceding Disney's retellin 
and, at the same time, places Milne's stories in a wider cultural context tcr 
acknowledge how they have already been reorganized, repackaged, retold, 
and translated. Only then does the scen.e open to pan the room and show th!.f; 
non-anthropomorphized stuffed toys soon to become the film's charactersi 
Just before transitioning into the center story, the camera returns to a stuffed 
Winnie-the-Pooh with a nearby copy of a book entitled Winnie-the-Pooh Ani:l:•
The Honey Ii·ee. [by] A.A. Milne:' Never a title-of either a book or chap; 
ter-penned by Milne, this retitling positions the coming film as one in a.:x 
line of re-composed volumes of Winnie-the-Pooh. Here, the effect of the· 
extended narrative frame is to layer the representation of story by showing 
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I he permeable bound arks of storytelling and establishing books as the 
median point between the child's normative experience and the forthcoming 
1111imated world of"make believe:' This frame, especially in presenting other 
versions of Winnie-the-Pooh, sets up an immediate metanarrative context, 
particularly as it provides, as Patricia Waugh has described of metafiction, a 
hclf-conscious representation of fiction (2). As David Lewis has pointed out 
(tbout metafictive texts, "they comment upon, or direct attention to, the nature 
or fiction in the process of creating it" (Reading 93).5 

Although this metanarrative framing acknowledges the originating 
author and that w� are watching a story, the "booK'. is not relegated to only 
frame apparatus here. In visual terms, the fictive-book becomes-and remains-
! he film's undergirding and thoroughgoing structural frame. The metafic-
t ionality of the film in its attention to the book as book ( or fiction/film as
construction) is thus presented in literal terms here. W hile metanarrative
framings in earlier films open to explanatory pages, in Winnie the Pooh and
!he Honey Tree, the bookcover opens first to endpapers, a typical site for tran
sitioning a reader to the interior of a book (Sipe and McGuire 292). Here, in
a visual echoing of Shepard's endpaper work, one sees a map of the "100 Aker
Wood" which orients readers to both locales and characters. In material
terms, the scene more closely replicates books as objects and further repre
sents this movie as an animated book.

In choosing Winnie-the-Pooh for animation, Walt Disney could hardly 
have found a better choice that explores the creativity of storymaking and 
the playful intertextuality of words and pictures. Milne and Shepard's Win
nie-the-Pooh is itself a text that suggests motion through both words and 
i11ustrations. Shepard's serial illustrations of Eeyore trying to see where his 
tail should be, for example, visually imply movement ( 46-47). Words, too, 
are sometimes placed on a page to replicate action, most famously perhaps 
when Piglet bouncing along in Kangas pouch thinks: 

this take 
"If is shall really 

flying I never 
to 

it" (103). 

In such a scene, typical line-signals for readers have dissolved, and readers 
must recalibrate reading in new ways, so that they don't follow a rigidly set 
left-to-right list of lines, but rather move up and down those lines as if reading 
a musical scale.1?lsewhere, as Shepard shows Pooh climbing a tall tree, Milne's 
words stand single-file in a- column to the right of the illustration and at the 
edge of the"page, as if replicating the height of the tree and the laborious 
action of scaling it, as when Pooh 

... 
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The placement of these words on the page-here and in Piglet's descrlfH argues a basic meta-narrative point: that words hold within them Q\'.J movement, story itself. In Milne's Winnie-the-Pooh, words are sotnt;1!.freed from the constraints of typical linear placement and rearranged to what they are; that is, they physically represent what they tell of. In punning, too, words are often released from strict confines, pat'(flarly of single-minded definitions. Indeed, puns also become a Wli)fmetafictional commentary as they self-reflexively note the malleability of guage, and how language can be both constructed and misconstrued. Tfurther show the game-play of language, particularly how punning mulanguage a conscious construction open to multiple meanings-at lea the audience-even when .it seems unconscious in characters themse( Milne's Winnie-the-Pooh stories are richly populated with verbal jokes 11punning, as when Eeyore is described as "fond" of his tail, and "attached it" as well (Winnie 54). Disney's featurette reiterates some of Milne's puns (when Eeyore notes that "It's not much of a tail, but I 'm sort of attached it") and also adds new puns (as when Owl describes how his "Uncle Clyddidn't give a hoot for tradition'' or when Christopher Robin asks "What's upfand Pooh responds in a literal fashion "Tigger and Roo are up" indicatinthe two stuck in a tree). 
Disney's sense of energized story in Winnie the Pooh and the Hon Tree-that is, of readerliness, puns, visuality and movement of the page...,..Jjboth evocative of Milne's and Shepard'.s work and extends the metanarrativ�elements of the books. One sees this in the metanarrative punning of Winnie.the Pooh and the Honey Tree. In their objective of making the Milne stories more "American;' animators added a new character: the working class Gopher/an excavation expert called in when Pooh is stuck in Rabbit's house. The pun�,ning that is typical of Milne's writing continues with this character, as whemOwl asks Gopher about the cost•of extricating Pooh-"What's the charge?" and Gopher responds, "About seven sticks of dynamite:' Yet through Gopher,•.punning develops to include extratextual referents, as when Gopher announces
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(¾l'Veral times) 'Tm not in the book," his reference to an unlisted phone num
hn a playful wink toward Milne's Winnie-the-Pooh. That Gopher's punning 
functions as an allusion to Milne's work shows the way in which allusions 
1111gender metafictive play. Disney films at times acknowledge the import of 
hooks by carrying allusions to original stories, bits of inside-information for 
tt·nders who know the movie's story-source or other story versions. At the 
1111d of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, for example, that a clasp comb dec
orates the final book-page's promise that " ... they lived happily ever after:'
1dcrts attentive readers to Grimm's tale, where Snow White had succumbed 
not only to the Que�n's temptation to an apple but also to a comb,6 and serves 
11s a playful acknowledgement that more story lies behind the film than view
rrs see. Recycling images also implicitly acknowledges intertextuality, show
Ing a permeability and connectability of films in Disney's oeuvre.7 This occurs 
ln the later Winnie the Pooh and the Blustery Day where Pooh's nightmare of 
1d1apeshifting honey pots and dancing elephants borrows images from Dis
ney's much earlier Dumbo (1941). The effect of such recycling of images is 
inherently metafictional as one film re-creates and recursively comments on 
another. 

Winnie the Pooh and the Honey Tree and its following two featurettes 
demonstrate metafi.ctive elements not only in narrative frame and allusion, 
but more famously in the design of the films themselves. The world of the 
film is literally depicted as a book in which these characters live and have 
their adventures. This structural framework both highlights reading conven
tions and reader expectations at the same time that it subverts those conven
tions through imaginative restructuring and self-reflexive commentary on 
the nature of the book. This allows opportunities for metafictive play in sev
eral ways, particularly in as much as metafiction often "concerns itself [ ... ] 
with particular conventions of the novel, to display the process of their con
struction'' (Waugh 4) and "offers both innovation and familiarity through 
the individual reworking and undermining of familiar conventions" (Waugh 
12). Especially in Disney's translation of "book" to "moving book" or "book
in-film" one sees this play between "innovation and familiarity:' Story seg
ments within the featurettes begin with chapter titles, not only showing the 
film as a book, but also recognizing the organizing structure of books and 
stories-here, how chapters tell story segments. The featurettes also move 
fluidly between scenes of full-pictorial animation and others with words and 
pages. In Walt,Disney's rendition of Winnie the Pooh, scenes in which char
acters seem to be fully ensconced in an animated (unworded) secondary 
world at dmes pull back to reveal that the character inhabits an illustration 
on a printed page. The static watercolor-brushed backgrounds remind one 
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pleasure/ including the pleasures of bright colors and quick movcn 
absurd caricatures of people and animals, slapstick comedy, music, and 
the pleasure of fright, as conveyed through the concluding lengthy seen 
Ichabod being chased by the Headless Horseman. 

One o( the most interesting elements of The Adventures is that the 
both highlights the pleasures of texts and contrasts pleasurable consump 
of texts with texts which cause suffering. The movie foregrounds written t 
for, immediately after the opening credits, the first shot is of a stained gl 
window which then dissolves into a library. The camera appears to be outs 
the library, and the library is dark until a light comes on within, as if then 
rator, Basil Rathbone had stepped into the library to peruse his books 
then select The Wind in the Willows for viewers' pleasure. This notion is s 
ported through the narration, which begins, "If you were asked to choose 
most fabulous character in English literature, who would it be? Robin Ho 
King Arthur? Becky Sharp? Sherlock Holmes? Oliver Twist perhaps? 
any one of them would be an excellent choice. Still, for the most fabul 
character of all, I would nominate a toad: J. Thaddeus Toad, Esq:' As B 
Rathbone speaks these words, the camera pans right across the volumes 
the library as if the narrator is scanning them himself, looking for The Wi 
in the Willows. The list of characters Rathbone provides, with the excep 
of Vanity Fair's Becky Sharp, would be recognizable to young readers 
viewers, and certainly one would assume stories involving Robin Hood, � 
Arthur, and Sherlock Holmes would be consumed with pleasure by yo 
readers and viewers. Although Oliver Twist is clearly visible as the cam 
pans across the shelves, books containing the other characters mentioned 
Rathbone cannot be seen. T hose volumes closest to The Wind in the Willo 
are, on either side of Grahame's novel, Chaucer's Canterbury Tales in Mode 
English and a two-volume History �f the Highland Clans, and, a little mr·· 
remotely, a seven-volume edition of The Works of Edward FitzGerald. W 
The Canterbury Tales can certainly produce pleasure, as could, dependi 
upon the reader, the other works, The Adventures presents a contrast in rea 
ing material-·•lhat which children are likely to search out on their own vers 
that which they might be instructed to read. While instruction might produ 
pleasure, its purpose is not pleasure. Rathbone's description of The Wind 
the Willows---· "this delightful little book" -is not likely to be a descriptor 
the volumes surrounding it on the shelves, nor should we expect The Wi 
in the Willows' vibrant illustrations in those other texts. 

Within the filmed narrative, though, the pleasure of reading and stor 
telling is contrasted with adults' experiences of written texts as causing 
expressing suffering. The first written text we see once the adaptation of T, 
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. \V/w/ /11 the Willows begins is a letter delivered to Rat from MacBadger, which 
tlr111rnnds that he and Mole come to Toad Hall. The words "must" and "at 

are underlined, and the letter concludes "Urgent!!" Furthermore, there 
!Ht' several inkblots at the beginning MacBadger's signature. These details
�ilHHest that a crisis is in progress. When viewers see MacBadger at Toad
l 1,ill, he writes at a desk littered with papers. Behind him is a massive floor
1!1 ceiling bookcase, but rather than the shelves being filled with books to
1novide pleasure or at least leisure, the shelves are filled with ledgers. Framing

Badger with the towering bookcase behind him suggests that he is being 
;, rw;hed under the weight of the accounts he has taken �t upon himself to set

To MacBadger's left is a grandfather clock, which indicates he is under 
pressures of time, whereas no clock is visible in the library where The 

i\1/11cntures begins. This library is not a cozy, warmly-lit refuge but a stark 
,md demanding office. The written material MacBadger reads-invoices
produce no pleasure, only suffering, and as he attempts to settle Toad's 

• ,,, , nu nts, numerous bill collectors pound on the doors to the manor house.
l'lw texts with which MacBadger works cause him so much suffering that he
, n11fcsses to Mole and Rat, 'Tm practically a nervous wreck:'

A second form of adult reading material associated with suffering in
/hr Adventures is journalism. At each stage of Toad's legal troubles-his
ii!test, conviction, appeals, escape, and exoneration-the screen is filled with 

lliHtges of various newspapers. While until his appeals Toad headlines each
11nvspaper viewers see, the other front-page stories generally involve fatal or
1w11r-fatal violence. Upon Toad's arrest, the first newspaper we see is the Lon
,/11 11 Journal. While one story connects to Toad's mania for speed-"Seaver's
h1cht Finishes Well Ahead in Race" -the others intrigue readers with details
pf 11\Urder: "Man in Warrenton Gives up in Killing" and "2 Die in Gunfight

,11 I >oors of Palace:' At the conclusion of Toad's trial, the London Tribune
prints the stories "Girl's Body Exhumed" and "Reconstruction Follows Storm
Ill Puerto Rico:' The Star's coverage of the trial shares space with "Deputies
li!Hht in Paris Chamber" and "Victory Sighted in Fight against Yellow Fever:'
Mnst sensationalistic of all is an unnamed newspaper which includes the
l!rndlines "Lightning Bolt Kills Two, Hurts Several Others" and "Meteorite
!;,dis Near Baby:' That these various newspapers pepper in sports news (such 
;\tj in another unnamed newspaper, where the stories "Chinese Pirates Kill 
Two Britons" and "Bigger-Wicket Cricket" exist side-by-side) and ads for ale 
�uggests that the newspapers are not providing important news as much as 
Hwy are selling entertainment, and that in the adult world, literary entertain
nwnt is debased to.enjoying stories about human suffering. 

The presence of texts that cause suffering reaches its high point during 
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Toad's trial. which begins with the clerk reading the charges against TcH\ 
quickly that they cannot be understood. Since the clerk reads the cha 
from a pad of paper, the suggestion is that only those with access to the p 
of paper upon which the charges are written may know the charges brn 
against Toad. Th is focus upon ownership of paper allowing one to harm 
ers without their clear knowledge is revisited at the end of the trial W 
Toad signs over the deed to Toad Hall in exchange for the weasels' motor 
Because the deed is in Mr. Winky's possession, provided he keep the d 
hidden, he can both own Toad Hall and send Toad to gaol, not to ment 
cause Toad's friends MacBadger, Mole, and Rat to consider Toad a liar. 0 
through the childlike transformation of the deed into an item of pleasu 
a paper airplane-is Toad able to reclaim the deed in an extended ac 
scene toward the end of the first half of The Adventures. The scene ends 
the weasels being buried under books. These books are not the ledgers 
the office where we first see MacBadger but volumes similar in size to t 
seen in the library at the beginning of The Adventures. Thus, Toad is abl, 
end the nightmare of adult texts and re-establish the primacy of pleasure 
agents of the adult world, MacBadger and Rat are distressed that Toad c 
tinues his mania for speed after his exoneration, yet only through indulge 
in pleasure could Toad rescue his hall. That Toad's triumph is also a triu 
of literature, of his gaining control of the narrative through control o 
deed, is highlighted both by the portrait of Toad over a fireplace in 
Hall-he stands with a large tome under his arm-and by Toad's p 
words: "Hello you fellows, come, I' ll wshow you the world, travel, chart 
excitement." These are also the last words of the volume of The Wind of 
Willows viewers see put back on the shelf. 

At the conclusion of the Wind in the Willows segment of The Advent 
we return to the library and a seamless shift in narrators occurs as Basil R 
bone gives way to Bing Crosby, who intones, "Speaking of fabulous charac 
England has produced a bumper crop of them. But don't forget over her 
the colonies we've managed to come up with a few of our own. How a 
Paul Bunyan, Pecos Bill, Johnny Appleseed, Black Bart, Davy Crockett, D 
Boone, and, of course, the one and only Ichabod Crane:' While the ope 
of The Adventures contrasts The Wind in the Willows with adult and canon 
works of British literature, the American portion of the library depicts 
contrast. Titles of books surrounding Ichabod Crane, as "The Legend ofSle 
Hollow" is retitled, bear the names of most of the figures mentione 
Crosby. Sprinkled in are the volumes Life in America, The American P1 
and The American Language, all of which suggest both a singular natio 
culture and strong connection between American literature and Ameri 
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hhilory, since many of the characters in the list Crosby provides are historical 
res. 
Ill contrast to Toad, who is never shown to read and only writes to sign 

!lVl'I' Toad Hall, Ichabod Crane is depicted enjoying the pleasures of written
11,xts immediately, his long nose and face obscured by the book he reads as

walks into Sleepy Hollow. That his book can conceal the pie he pilfers 
lwrn a worker at the bakery adds to the pleasures of the text, for the action 

intellectual and sensual pleasures. Within the schoolhouse, Crane con
t11111cs to have his face buried into book as he walks the aisle between desks 

spies upon thi; contents of each student's lunch.basket. Literacy and gas
! 11111omic pleasure are linked once more as Ichabod jots down his evaluation 
nl n roast turkey dinner as he consumes a drumstick. His social calendar then 
�llllts to another sort of pleasurable text, written music, for he underlines in 

schedule "Ladies of Sleepy Hollow Choral Society;' and there is a dissolve 
In Ichabod directing three female singers from a piano, all four participants 
irnding from scores. At this point in the film, Ichabod's pleasure in texts is 
1l1opped in favor of his pursuit of Katrina and her father's riches. One might 
,\�Nert that Ichabod seals his own fate when he shifts away from finding pleas
illl' in texts to chasing Katrina, but there is also a contrast between written 
1111d oral texts in this segment in The Adventures. While all of Ichabod's read
lllH and writing activities provide pleasur-e, including his final act of reading 
when he receives a personalized invitation from Katrina to Baltus Van Tassel's 
I !.1lloween frolic, Brom Bones' ghost story "The Headless Horseman:' sung 

Bing Crosby, no matter how much pleasure it might provide viewers of 
/'lit Adventures, is designed by Brom to spark fear, not pleasure, in its targeted 
lit1lcner. Ichabod Crane not only experiences fear during the relation of the 
Hhost story but also pain, for in his anxiety Crane consumes a hard-boiled 
1i1rn upon which he had unwittingly dumped an entire shaker of red pepper. 
i :rnne's two greatest pleasures, language and food, now cause him suffering. 

While in the first half of the film Toad conquers suffering through the 
piny of paper airplanes, the second half seems to reverse direction. Fear, first 
during "The Headless Horseman" and then in his encounter with the Horse
nwn, replaces Crane's initial pleasure. Except for a brief coda, the film itself 
11nds in the darkness of the forest at night, whereas The Wind in the Willows 
ijt/gment concludes at sunrise. Crosby's narration mimics Crane's fear, for his 
flnal words are "Man, I'm getting out of here:' as Ichabod Crane is put back 
rn1 the shelf quickly and the light in the library is turned off. While the second 
lw If of Th� Adventures may seem to opposed to the first, they remain linked 
I h rough the vicarious pleasure of experiencing through literary and cinematic 
trnrratives that which would be dangerous to experience first-hand. 
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particularly ns the narrator functions as an interactive character, a typt• 
intranarrativc Christopher Robin. 

In this way, Disney's retelling of Milne's Winnie-the-Pooh protects 
boundaries of the book while showing the boundaries of storymaking asp 
meablc and creation as collaborative. Although in Winnie the Pooh and

Honey Tree, Pooh is involved in several misadventures, the otherwise unt'tlf°f 
fled Gopher shows a sense of alarm when Pooh is finally released from Rttb•. 
bit's house and seems to be flying out of the book. Knowing what is needild( 
for rescue, Gopher calls, "Quick! Turn the page!" The unseen narrator dmftJ 
as he is bid, and Pooh ends up in a honey tree where he can eat to his heat't1§f 
(or stomach's) content. Like the middle-class protection of the nursery l 
Milne's books and the metanarrative book frame of Disney movies, here tht 
book serves as a boundary between the story and the outside world. It func�; 
tions, in some sense, as the child's playroom of the narrative frame, a neces,' 
sary insularity that defines the circumference of the toys' existence. 

While stories-whether realistic or fantastic-typically carry or mmtt; 
confront "the necessity for narrative plausibility" (Moss 83), in Disney's Tilt. 
Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh, narrative plausibility is ingenious{)" 
trespassed on several levels, all while the film explores the parameters of 
erary conventions. This occurs most dramatically in the series' most meta•' 
narratively playful scene, when Tigger is stuck at the top of a tree in the third 
featurette. Having trespassed physical boundaries because he almost 
"bounced right out of the book" ( and viewers see Tigger bounce beyond thf 
top boundary of the page), Tigger's boast-"Some bouncing, huh?"-then 
breaks the fictional fourth wall of film as he is shown looking directly out o( 
the scene to the viewer whom he has presumably addressed. The "fourth 
wall" of film here is also the world outside the page of the fictional book a11 
the scene blends the boundaries of book and film. 

While Tigger may be aware that there is a world outside the book, 
also learns more about its interior workings. Hearing a disembodied and dis,; 
approving voice proclaim, "Well, Tigger, your bouncing really got you int<}'• 
trouble this time;' Tigger-looking confused-asks, "Say, who are you?" and 
is told 'Tm the narrator:' Since Tigger is unable to avail himself of his friends' .. 
attempts at rescue, within the limits of characterization and plausible plot1;'.< 
there is no way to get Tigger down from the tree. Reframing the implicit 
hierarchy in the narrator's judgment of his situation, Tigger counters any 
conventional notion that the written story is sacrosanct with the logical-yet 
seemingly infeasible-response/'Well, please, for goodness sake, narrate m� 
down from here:' As the narrator accedes to the request, the depicted pager; 
is reoriented ninety degrees so that a column of words offers Tigger a ladder. 
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to the ground. Although Christopher Robin tells Tigger that "You can let go 
now;' it is only the intervention of the narrator-who directs Tigger to "look 
for yourself. You're perfectly safe" -that reassures Tigger. Able to step onto 
I he safety of words, Tigg er safely slides to the ground. 

This scene presents new imaginative possibilities outside the typical 
realm of "narrative plausibility" because the story becomes so pliable that 
nothing is impossible. It is a fanciful and playful scene, one that acknowledges 
the role between characters and authors that both shape and shift fictive pos
sibilities. It also argues that the book is a construct in which any change can 
be enacted. Here, the rescue is plausible in the fictively presented world since 
the characters live in a book and words are a physical part of that constructed 
environment. Beyond that, of course, this scene metafictively explores the 
parameters and possibilities of fiction. This rescue is also possible because 
of linguistic codes, inasmuch as the construction and placement of words 
can create fictions which allow one to move beyond the confines of logical 
"narrative plausibility" and effectively create what is otherwise the "narratively 
impossible:' Here, words make the impossible possible. The perspective, of 
course, is keenly optimistic: words bring safety to a potentially hopeless sit
uation. They reunite, they connect, they rescue. 

The scene also speaks to a confusion-or at least, investigation-of 
authorship. Tigger speaks to the narrator'(not to the author), addressing him 
as the one with the authority to manipulate the book. Yet it is the character 
Tigger who initiates a narrative rescue and resolution that can only be accom
plished with the help of an unseen presence who literally holds and moves 
t�e book. Creating fiction is depicted as a multi-layered co-creation, and the 
scene fictively interrogates storymaking while it disassembles notions of there 
being a single authority of a text. This, too, typifies metafiction which "show[ s] 
not only that the 'author' is a concept produced through previous and existing 
literary and social texts but that what is generally taken to be 'reality' is also 
constructed and mediated in a similar fashion" (Waugh 16). In The Many

Adventures of Winnie the Pooh, the fictional world-of character, narrator, 
book, and film-presents a thoroughgoing imaginative restructuring of the 
primary book source, and an examination of the construction of the book 
and narrative "reality;' whatever that might be. In the playground of these 
featurettes, the book is a site of creativity and a place of balancing counter
points: of safety and adventure, protection and independence, stasis and 
movement. David Lewis had described the "boundary breaking" of metafic
tional stories as occurring "when characters within a story are allowed [ ••• ] 
to wander beyond the narrative level to which they properly belong" (Reading

94). These featurettes playfully explore boundaries and boundary-crossings 
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·ords, pages, illustrations, characters-principally, of the book itself; wan• <
ng is at the center of that play.
The metatictional clements of Winnie the Pooh and the Honey Tree, ands'

;uccessors, Winnie the Pooh and the Blustery Day and Winnie the Poohi
Tigger '

J

'oo, comment on the nature of film as much as the nature of thei
-k. In this case, they remind viewers that they "read" films as much as they
)ooks; that stories make static characters come alive; that words and pie•
:s, imaginatively engaged, are continuously reimagined; that books-and
ts-are vibrant mediums; that "make believe" and wonder-the possibility/
he impossible-lie within both book and story ; that storytellers reshape
:ies and that characters can influence how a story evolves. Walt Disney's
on for recasting Milne's and Shepard's works as books-within-films WM
ried through in the three featurettes. Richard Sherman, who worked on
songs for the series, noted that although Walt Disney "wasn't there

,ervise" the second featurette, he had been involved in its planning. Sher,
n called it "Walt's last great achievement" ("Story "). Indeed, particularly

metafictive play in the featurettes beginning with Winnie the Pooh and

Honey Tree, seems a fitting tribute to Walt Disney's work and a fitting •

mage, from Disney, to "the book" which he so often called upon in hit

n creations:

,tes

l. For discussion of the Milne books, see Connolly and Wake. • __ .•.
2. Disney acquired non-book rights to Winnie-the-Pooh in 1961 when he beg!lfl.

resculpt the stories into film. 
3. Sec Thwaitc about response of Shepard (who didn't like the Disney productionF

:l Milne's wife, Daphne (who did). Milne died in 1956, but he had earlier thought Dlu•.'
r would do a good production of Kenneth Grahame's Toad of Toad Hall, writing
t the thing for him [Disney], of course, and he would do it beautifully" (ThwaHt
H63). 

4. Although there have been _a number of Disney Studio versions of the Wintt/,
:-Pooh stories since The .Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh (including the 1988_":' 
)1 television series The New Adventures of Winnie the Pooh which moved the characttJt�
:o more anxious situations of a contemporary world), in 2011 the Disney Studlt}
eased Disney Winnie the Pooh, which runs just over an hour, and hearkens back
� format of the fcaturcttes, with its form as a book in a film and its tales drawn fro ..

ilne's work. 
5. For discussions of mctafiction and metafictive strategies, see especially Lewi 

oss, Nikolajcva, and Waugh. 
•• 

6. Disney streamlined Snow White's susceptibility to the three temptations of!
mb, and apple (found in the Grimm's tale) to only the apple, perhaps to keep audl!l
tention and to diminish understandable charges of Snow White's vapidity fol' be
lcked three tirncs. Sec Holliss and Sibley, 8-9. 

7. Recently, this recasting has been more explicitly depicted, especially in the
1aracters arc embedded in other films, as if they have a life outside their specifk
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Although difficult to see because of its brevity, for example, Belle of Beauty and the Beast 
(1991) is shown reading while walking along a Paris street in a shot of The Hunchback 
of Notre Dame (1996). Others Disney films include images that acknowledge other films, 
as when Mrs. Potts and Chip of Beauty and the Beast (although not anthropomorphized) 
briefly appear in Tarzan (1999). 

8. Although the letters seem to blow off the page, as Pooh jumps to the right-hari'd
page, some of the words that had blown away are still there, the space where others may 
have blown away is not shown, and so may have returned. In this shot, we do not see 
their absence on the page. 

,, 
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